
An Introduction to

BANTAM

The Biometric and Identity Management Application Modelling Language

This document provides an overview of the BANTAM methodology, a complete
system for the architectural design of systems incorporating biometrics, smart cards,
certificates, data encryption and all factors relating to Identity Management, secure
communications and, indeed, general systems design. The BANTAM Symbol
Notation may be used within a variety of technical drawing applications in order to
produce the various BANTAM Map Documents which, in turn, may be used in
relation to systems design, training, support and maintenance. Indeed, there are
several commercial graphics applications to which you may import the BANTAM
symbol set. In conjunction with the BANTAM Document Set and the BANTAM
Program Manager software, this represents by far the most comprehensive approach
to systems design, procurement and project management for such applications.
Additional information is available from the author if required and contact may be
made via https://julianashbourn.wordpress.com
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Background

As biometric, smart card, certificate, token and related technologies have developed,
applications have followed the expected path of early adopters, followed by more
mainstream applications, each developing their own response to the technology in
question and often arriving at completely different methodologies for the design and
implementation of resulting systems. Usually, this experience is hard won, as
implementing agencies and organisations struggle with specifications and
performance claims which seem to bear little relation to their particular
implementation, together with occasional misunderstanding between implementing
agency and technology supplier as to clarity of purpose and the original objectives of
the programme. In addition, there remain technical and operational concepts which
are generally not well understood and yet will affect the realised performance of the
system overall.

With respect to systems design, one of the enduring problems has been the lack of a
common language with which to adequately describe both end user requirements
and the suppliers response to such requirements, using available technology.
BANTAM addresses this with the provision of an intuitive graphical notation and a
well considered standard documentation set, which allows for the description and
specification of biometric and related identity management applications at various
levels, from concept through to development and on to installation and
commissioning. It also provides a mechanism for procurement in the form of
standard Request for Information (RFI) and Request for Proposal (RFP) documents
which may be used effectively by both implementing agencies and prospective
suppliers. Part of the strength of BANTAM lies in it’s relative simplicity, portability,
repeatability and ease of use. It brings order to what has frequently been chaos in
terms of systems design overall. Furthermore, it is extensible and will therefore never
become obsolete. It is also spoken language independent and may be used across
boundaries of nationality and culture, a very important attribute.

However, it is also extremely powerful in it’s ability to document an entire
application in fine detail if necessary, simultaneously facilitating the creation of a
detailed programme archive which will be invaluable to training and support
personnel long after the original implementation. Furthermore, suppliers are able to
liaise with end users effectively in both the creation and practical usage of the more
detailed BANTAM documents as might be required for substantial geographically
distributed projects. Lastly, the BANTAM notation set is language independent,
extensible and easily understood by cross discipline teams, regardless of background
or organisational position.

This document provides an initial overview of the BANTAM methodology. For a
more detailed introduction, there exists a book published by Springer Computer
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Science entitled simply; BANTAM User Guide. It may be obtained directly from the
publisher, on line or from your local book supplier. The ISBN number is 978-1-
85233-513-7. If any difficulty is encountered, the author may be contacted directly
and advice will be given accordingly. The notation sets may also be acquired directly
from the author. Organisations wishing to formally adopt BANTAM may benefit
from some consultancy in this context if required, although, the concept is relatively
simple to understand and the various documents provide their own instruction.
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The BANTAM Notation

There follows a brief overview of the BANTAM notation. The symbols are available
with or without titles in order to provide flexibility of application. They are to be
found within some commercial graphics applications or may simply be imported into
your favourite application.

The Action Symbol
The Action symbol is used to depict a specific action, usually undertaken
by the user. It will often be used in association with the Token, Token
Reader, Biometric Device and Certificate symbols within the BANTAM
maps.

The Authenticate Symbol
The Authenticate symbol is used to depict the process of authentication.
This may not always be in association with a biometric or token and can
refer to a simple password or other authentication process.

The Biometric Device Symbol
The Biometric Device symbol is used to indicate the presence of a
dedicated biometric device such as a fingerprint reader, a camera or
similar within an overall BANTAM map. It will often be used in
association with the User and Capture symbols or the Mobile and Client

symbols.

The Capture Symbol
The Capture symbol is used to depict an instance of data capture within a
given process. It will typically be used in conjunction with the Biometric
Device symbol and in the context of biometric data, although it may also be
used with regard to other relevant situations as applicable.

The Database Symbol
The Database symbol is used to depict a database within BANTAM
maps. This will typically refer to a database maintained within the core
application, but may in fact refer to any database within the overall
infrastructure if relevant.
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The Directory Symbol
The Directory symbol indicates a specific kind of database often used as
an organisational directory to house personnel and other details. The
biometric or token application may reference this directory for it’s own
purposes.

The Engine Create Symbol
The Engine Create symbol refers to the engine which creates the
biometric template from sample data provided by the user. This may or
may not be the same component used in subsequently verifying user

identity.

The Engine Match Symbol
The Engine Match symbol refers to the engine used to match live
biometric data against the reference template and produce a match or
non match result accordingly. It will be used within the depiction of the
verification process.

The External Component Symbol
The External Component symbol is used to depict a component external
to the core application, which none the less has relevance to a particular
process. It will often be used in association with the Interface symbol.

The Host Application Symbol
The Host Application symbol is used to depict the core biometric or
token technology application. It is often used within Systems
Architecture Maps and in other maps where an interaction with the host
application is shown.

The Interface Symbol
The Interface symbol is used to depict the presence of a specific
interface between two components. This symbol will often be used in
association with the Object Class symbol in order to show the relevant
attributes of the interface.

The Object Class Symbol
The Object Class symbol is used to illustrate the attributes and methods
associated with a specific component. It will be used mostly in Object
Association Maps although may be used in any BANTAM map if and as
required. It will be particularly useful for developers.
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The Process Symbol
The Process symbol is used to indicate the presence of a named process,
which will usually be further elaborated within a separate BANTAM
map. It may also act simply as an identifier for the activity of following
symbols.

The Reference Symbol
The Reference symbol is used to point towards another BANTAM map
where a specific process or activity requires further elaboration. The
map reference will usually be written within the symbol.

The Result Negative Symbol
The Result Negative symbol is used to indicate a negative or non match
result following the authentication process. It is primarily used in
conjunction with biometric transactions, but may be used in any
authentication context.

The Result Positive Symbol
The Result Positive symbol is used to indicate a positive or match result
following the authentication process. Again, it may be used in any
situation where an authentication or verification process takes place.

The Template Symbol
The Template symbol is used to depict a biometric template within either
an enrolment or subsequent verification process. It may also be used in a
storage context in association with the Directory or Database symbols.

The Token Reader Symbol
The Token Reader symbol is used to indicate a token reader, often for a
chip card or similar, within an appropriate process. It may often be used
in association with the Interface symbol within architectural maps.

The Token Symbol
The Token symbol naturally depicts a token within BANTAM maps. It
may be used to represent a chip card or passive token such as an existing
magnetic stripe or Weigand card. It may also represent an RF device
where appropriate.
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The Transaction Symbol
The Transaction symbol is used to depict a transaction, often between
core systems components, although it may be used in the context of a
user originated transaction where appropriate.

The User Interface Symbol
The User Interface symbol is used to represent the user interface with the
overall system, which may be a computer, a kiosk based device, or simply
an LCD display. It will mostly be used to indicate messaging and related
user interaction.

The User Symbol
The User symbol is of course used to indicate the user within BANTAM
maps. It is usually used where the user has a particular interaction with the
system, such as a specific input. It will often be used in association with the
Action symbol.

The Certificate Symbol
The Certificate symbol may be used to denote the presence of a digital
certificate such as an SSL or SSH certificate, within transaction flows
and design diagrams as appropriate.

The Root Certificate Symbol
The Root Certificate symbol may be used to indicate the presence of
either a root or intermediate certificate in relation to a trust chain or an
issuing process such as within an internal certificate authority.

The Public Key Symbol
The Public Key symbol indicates the presence of the public key used
within a PKI context, for encrypting or decrypting data.

The Private Key Symbol
The Private Key symbol indicates the presence of the private key used
within a PKI context, for encrypting or decrypting data. It may also be
used with other symbols in order to describe the relative security of the
private key.
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The Keystore Symbol
The Keystore symbol denotes the presence of a key store within other
infrastructure components such as servers or Hardware Security
Modules.

The Certificate Authority Symbol
The Certificate Authority symbol is used to indicate the position of the
Certificate Authority within associated workflows. It may refer to either
an internal or external Certificate Authority.

The Revocation List Symbol
The Revocation List symbol is used to show the presence of one or more
revocation lists within the broader infrastructure. It may be used in
conjunction with other symbols to illustrate the associated processes.

The Mobile Device Symbol
The Mobile Device symbol may be used to indicate the presence of any
type of mobile device within the broader operational process.

The Server Symbol
This symbol, as the name suggests, may be used to show any type of
server within the broader infrastructure. It may be used with various
other symbols including the database, directory and keystore symbols.

The Client Symbol
The Client symbol is used to indicate the presence of clients within the
broader network and may be used in association with other symbols as
appropriate.

The Firewall Symbol
The Firewall symbol will be particularly useful within network diagrams
in order to delineate separate zones and also within process flow
diagrams whenever firewalls need to be crossed.
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The Router Symbol
The Router symbol will be of particular value within network diagrams
and also within process flow diagrams where appropriate.

The Cloud Symbol
The Cloud symbol may be used to denote the presence of a cloud
infrastructure or whenever an associated process is being undertaken
within a cloud environment. It may be used with other symbols as
appropriate.

The Access Symbol
The Access symbol may be used to show the points at which access is
granted within a particular process. This may be either logical or
physical access, depending upon the context of the diagram in question.

The Payment Symbol
The Payment symbol has been included as payments are increasingly
relevant within the workflows of many applications. Furthermore, there
is increasingly an association with tokens, certificates and biometrics.

BANTAM Notation Conclusions

The 37 BANTAM symbols, when used together with the various BANTAM maps, are
capable of describing just about any situation within a typical application featuring
biometric, certificate or token technology. In fact, the BANTAM methodology may be
used in a much broader context, for many other types of application, if deemed
useful for overall programme management. The relationship between symbols is
usually shown simply as a connecting line, although this may be elaborated with an
arrowhead in order to show directional flow if desired. The application used for
creating the BANTAM maps will provide various options in this context. The
BANTAM symbols may be used with or without titles, according to the preference of
the creator, although it is recommended that titles be used in the interests of
simplicity.

Each BANTAM map document must also be accompanied by a Map Explanatory
Notes document in order to provide a plain language description of the process being
described, together with details of specific components and other relative
information. This can be useful when discussing data flows and ensuring that system
functionality is meeting the defined requirement.
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A suite of BANTAM documents, as may be used in relation to a specific project for
example, may be inter-related via the reference symbol. This allows us to create
several views or layers of the entire project, or parts of the project, according to how
much detail we wish to include. For example, we may wish to have a simplified high
level map with which to describe the main project objectives, complimented by
several more detailed maps, representing key functional areas. Similarly, a complex
situation may be broken down and described in smaller, more manageable chunks,
related and linked together via the reference symbol. The Map Explanatory Notes
provides a further vehicle for describing such relationships, whether conceptual or
technical for design purposes.

The BANTAM maps are not restricted to showing physical entities or processes, but
may also be used to show relationships between entities, or data definitions, whether
they be in relation to hardware or software components. This approach may be used
at various levels according to the purpose of a specific map and who will be using it.
At lower levels, we may use entity relationship diagrams in BANTAM to design
databases or actual software programmes. At higher levels, we may wish to show
connectivity and communication relationships between devices. In between, we may
wish to show both software and hardware within the same map in order to describe a
particular function.

The versatility of BANTAM allows it to be used in whatever context is necessary in
order
to describe and document your project aspirations and actual designs. The various
BANTAM maps may be used as discussion documents, architectural overviews or
design specification documents, according to your specific requirements. The
following section of this guide introduces the standard BANTAM documentation set,
templates for which are provided in Microsoft Word and RTF format, in both
European and US page layouts. Users are encouraged to study and experiment with
this documentation in order to get a feel for
how BANTAM may best be of value within their particular organisation. Attention is
drawn to the portability of BANTAM and the potential to share information both
between internal departments, and especially, between end users, suppliers,
consultants and everyone involved in the chain from original aspiration to fully
implemented application. The BANTAM documentation also provides for a
comprehensive archive in which full details of both technical systems design and
operational process for a given application may be recorded. This can prove
invaluable for a number of reasons and may, in many cases enable significant cost
savings to be realised as systems are scaled upwards or otherwise developed.
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The BANTAM Document Set

BANTAM provides a comprehensive documentation set, allowing for the creation of
as much detail as is required at various levels within the project (or, indeed, multiple
projects as managed with the BANTAM Program Manager software). The primary
BANTAM map documents are iterative and mature from working documents to final
documents as the relative design details are confirmed. These documents form a
valuable programme archive which shows exactly how each element of the
application was designed and developed. They also form the basis for ordered
programme management, with all sides clear about requirements and progress.

In addition to being good programme management practice, the BANTAM
documentation will prove invaluable after the event for user training and ongoing
systems maintenance purposes, with maintenance manuals being easily created from
the BANTAM documentation sets. However, one of the primary strengths of the
BANTAM documentation, is it’s promotion of efficient communication between the
various parties involved in a typical project utilising biometric, certificate, encryption
and token technology, including cloud and payment services. This removes much of
the propensity for misunderstanding often encountered within projects of this
nature. The more substantial the project, the more valuable will BANTAM be in
providing clarity and consistency around articulation of the original requirement,
associated process design and application development. In addition, the Request for
Information and Request for Proposal documents, extend BANTAM right into the
realms of proposal evaluation and procurement, making it an indispensable
methodology, from conception of the original idea through to final implementation
and beyond. Furthermore, BANTAM brings a uniformity and repeatability to all of
these areas which can, and often does, translate into significant cost savings and
associated benefits, while simultaneously enhancing internal and operational
expertise. In particular, certificate management and PKI may be substantially
simplified by the use of BANTAM, enabling those concerned in its operation to grasp
the situation quickly and effectively, thus saving substantial costs while securing the
future operation. The value of this cannot be overestimated as this is often a grey and
costly area for any enterprise. Of course, this extends to the management of web sites
and on-line commerce of all kinds.
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The following section provides a brief overview of the BANTAM documentation. For
convenience, the document templates are provided in both European and American
page layout, in Microsoft Word, Open Document and Rich Text format, although
they may easily be translated into other formats if desired.

Application Logic Map
The Application Logic Map provides a high level aspirational view of the application
as originally conceived. Subject to iteration, it will prove especially valuable during
the initial stages of a project where much discussion takes place around what is
desirable / feasible and what exactly the objectives of the project are. In many cases,
the Application Logic Map will represent the starting point for your project,
introducing a clarity of purpose and associated programme management rigour
which will flow forwards from that point. It will prove useful even after
implementation, for training and maintenance purposes.

Systems Architecture Map
The Systems Architecture Map plays an essential part in any properly organised
project. It would indeed be foolhardy to plan an implementation of a biometric or
related technology application without fully understanding the existing architecture
and underlying infrastructure, together with any changes or enhancements which
need to be made in order to support the new application. The Systems Architecture
Map allows you to clearly document such information, in a before and after format if
desired. In large and technically complex situations, there may be several Systems
Architecture Maps in order to depict the architecture in different operational or
geographical areas as appropriate. It may also be pertinent to differentiate between
architecture and infrastructure, providing different BANTAM maps as required to
adequately depict the technical environment.

Logical Scenario Map
The Logical Scenario Map facilitates the description of any logical, operational
process appertaining to your application. This is particularly valuable when analysing
the existing operational processes in order to identify weaknesses or areas where
efficiencies may be gained. Similarly, in mapping out the ‘to be’ processes, it is easy
to compare the existing and future processes in order to quantify benefits gained
with the new application. Thus, in most cases there will be two sets of Logical
Scenario Maps for a given project.

Functional Scenario Map
Whereas the Logical Scenario Map deals largely with operational processes, the
Functional Scenario Map addresses the various system related functions which,
together, make up the application. Depending upon the complexity of the application
overall, there may be several Functional Scenario Maps associated with a given
project. The Reference symbol will be used frequently within Functional Scenario
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Maps, in order to link to other maps and provide a detailed reference to the
application as a whole. Note, that this map may be used to depict both software and
hardware scenarios, or even to mix the two within one map where applicable.

Object Association Map
The Object Association Map is a potentially powerful BANTAM document which can
describe associations within software, hardware or both. It may be used for entity
relationship mapping diagrams to aid software authors, or to describe the
relationships and protocols used between physical devices. Furthermore, the Object
Association Map may be utilised at various levels, from high level overview, to
detailed software component level. It will no doubt prove especially useful when
describing the use of directories or multiple data sources.

Miscellaneous Definition Map
As the name suggests, the Miscellaneous Definition Map may be used for situations
which don’t fall naturally into any of the standard BANTAM map groups. In addition,
it may be used to describe functionality which sits outside of the application being
developed, but, never the less has some bearing upon it. It may then be linked via the
Reference symbol from another BANTAM map. Typically, there will be few
Miscellaneous Definition Maps used within a BANTAM project, but it is there if
required.

Map Explanatory Notes
Each and every BANTAM map document must be accompanied by a Map
Explanatory Notes document. This document provides a plain language description
of the process or function being depicted within the primary BANTAM map. In
addition, it provides a section in which to describe specific components or devices
referred to in the primary map, together with other relevant information as
appropriate. The Map Explanatory Notes document will prove especially valuable
when you are sharing information with off site third parties, as they will be able to
quickly understand the situation being depicted in the primary map, even if they
have not had the benefit of prior discussion.

Request for Information
The Request for Information (RFI) document provides a consistent method for
seeking relevant information from potential suppliers or external consultants. It
benefits both the end user organisation, who has a clear audit trail of what has been
requested, and the technology / service supplier, who sees requests coming through
in a uniform and well considered manner. It also provides for a standard response
format to aid evaluation. Furthermore, the potential supplier may utilise the
BANTAM notation in order to describe their own offering in precise detail in
response, thus differentiating themselves from the competition.
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Request for Proposal
The Request for Proposal (RFP) document is especially important within the
BANTAM methodology. It brings clarity and consistency to the RFP process for both
end users and suppliers. Technology / service suppliers in particular will benefit
from the use of the BANTAM RFP, as it will enable them to streamline their
responses and incorporate previously proven solutions, already described using the
BANTAM method, hence moving towards the ideal position of re-use and the
opportunity for developing components. End users will benefit from the ease of
evaluation perspective as responses will be in a like for like format, making
meaningful comparison straight forward and objective. Furthermore, both parties
will benefit from the consistency provided by a standard RFP format that is easily
understood and utilised by all concerned.

Training Schedule
Training forms a key part of any biometric or related project and can heavily
influence the realised performance of a given application. The BANTAM Training
Schedule allows for the detailed definition of individual training initiatives, complete
with integral training modules and level of certification where appropriate. This
enables you to define and construct a complete training programme with which to
cover your entire project and all it’s stages from development through installation
and everyday use, to subsequent support and maintenance. Using the BANTAM
Training Schedule documents, allows you to focus properly on this key area and
ensure that you have all bases covered accordingly.

Business Case
Before any project can be formally initiated and progressed, it is necessary to prepare
a sound business case for approval by the project board, or whoever is responsible for
approving projects within your organisation. The BANTAM Business Case document
enables you to easily prepare business cases for your projects in a clear and
consistent manner, ensuring that you consider all the key elements carefully in your
original appraisal. The document itself is self explanatory and provides distinct
sections for all the main requirements. It also clearly outlines the project origins and
provides for multiple approval signatures where appropriate. The inclusion of the
business case template within the overall documentation set, confirms BANTAM as a
highly practical end to end programme methodology.

Conclusion

The BANTAM document and notation set provides a powerful mechanism with
which to describe every aspect of your biometric, token technology, or related
project. It facilitates meaningful discussion, not just within your own organisation,
but with third party consultants and suppliers who may be brought in to help with
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your project. The clarity and consistency which BANTAM brings to this area, also
brings the potential for very significant cost savings as the propensity for
misunderstanding is all but eliminated. Furthermore, the use of the BANTAM
documentation streamlines all of these processes, providing further efficiencies for
your organisation, whether you are an end user, systems integrator, consultant or
manufacturer. However, there is yet another highly valuable aspect to using
BANTAM. If you believe in and practice a quality management regime within your
organisation, then you will appreciate the value of a clear audit trail for all project
related work. BANTAM provides just such an audit trail, in a detailed but easily
understood manner. Using the BANTAM Systems Architecture Maps and Object
Association Maps also allows you to fully document your IT environment. This is not
only a valuable exercise in itself, but the resulting documentation may be re-used
again and again in the context of new application initiatives, providing further cost
efficiencies for your organisation. Indeed, once you have become familiar with the
use of BANTAM, you will certainly discover many additional benefits associated with
this fascinating methodology. Be sure to use all the BANTAM documents in their
standard format without any alteration, as this ensures compatibility and consistency
between organisations and programme teams within organisations..

Appendix

This document has provided a brief, working overview of the BANTAM notation and
document set, in order that users may familiarise themselves with the methodology
and ascertain it’s value to their particular situation. This document, the symbols and
the various document templates, may be all that you need to use BANTAM within
relatively simple scenarios. However, if you would like more information about
BANTAM, there exists an extremely useful book, published by Springer Computer
Science, which provides a much more comprehensive overview, together with some
useful utilities, details of which are provided within the Background section of this
document. It is recommended that professional users study this book carefully as it
provides a wealth of best practice information with regard to project management in
general, but particularly that in relation to Identity Management projects utilising
biometrics, certificates, tokens and the various infrastructural components. Indeed,
this book may usefully form the basis of a comprehensive training programme and is
thus invaluable within systems development houses, business consultancies,
academia or end user organisations, as is the BANTAM methodology itself.

For further information on BANTAM, contact the author via
https://julianashbourn.wordpress.com


